The LLL algorithm is one of the most studied lattice basis reduction algorithms in the literature. Among all of its variants, the floating point version, also known as L 2 , is the most popular one, due to its efficiency and its practicality. In its classic setting, the floating point precision is a fixed value, determined by the dimension of the input basis at the initiation of the algorithm. We observe that a fixed precision overkills the problem, since one does not require a huge precision to handle the process at the beginning of the reduction. In this paper, we propose an adaptive way to handle the precision, where the precision is adaptive during the procedure. Although this optimization does not change the worst-case complexity, it reduces the average-case complexity by a constant factor. In practice, we observe an average 20% acceleration in our implementation.
Introduction
A lattice L is a discrete subgroup of R n . It is usually represented by a set of integer linear combinations of vectors B = (b 1 , . . . , b d ), b i ∈ R n , d ≤ n. B is a basis of L, if b i -s are linearly independent, and d is known as the dimension of the L. For a given lattice L, there exists an infinite number of bases for d ≥ 2. Given a "bad" basis (i.e., a basis with large coefficients), to find a short vector of the lattice (a vector with small coefficients), or a "good" basis (i.e., a basis with small coefficients and the vectors are almost orthogonal), is known as the lattice reduction.
The LLL algorithm, named after its inventors, Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász [11] , is a polynomial time lattice reduction algorithm. For a basis B = (b 1 , . . . , b d ), the LLL algorithm is proven to terminate within O(d 6 β 3 ) time, where β is the maximum bit length of all the Euclidean norm of input vectors. This algorithm is of great importance in cryptanalysis, since finding vectors with exponential approximation (in d) to the shortest non-zero vector will break some of the cryptosystems, such as the Coppersmith's method [6, 5] against RSA cryptosystem This work is supported by ARC Future Fellowship FT0991397. [21] . For this reason, one of the working direction is to increase the time efficiency of the algorithm.
One of the greatest achievements towards this end was due to [16, 18] , which incorporates the floating point arithmetics. It is the first algorithm that achieves quadratic complexity in terms of β, hence it was named L 2 . In practice, there exist two main versions, a standard version (referred to as "L2") that delivers the proven complexity and a heuristic version (referred to as "FP") that adopts some heuristics to boost the reduction.
L 2 uses floating points instead of integers, where the precision is set to O(d) to deliver error free arithmetics. The precision was determined at the beginning of the procedure. However, we notice that this setting indeed is an overkill. LLL deals with vectors progressively. During the process, when k < d vectors are involved, it only requires O(k) bit precision to deliver correct reduction. In fact, the only time that the algorithm requires O(d) precision is when all the vectors are involved. This inspires us to propose the adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm.
Our Contribution. We present an adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm, the ap-fplll. We consider both the proven version, L2, and the most efficient version, FP. We test our ap-fplll with random lattices. In practice, we are always faster than the standard version of L 2 . When the dimension and/or determinant are sufficiently large, we are also faster than the fastest implementation of L 2 . In general, we accelerate the reduction by 20%.
Roadmap. In the next section, we will discuss the background knowledge and terminology required throughout the paper and briefly recall the L 2 algorithm. In Section 3, we show our adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm and analyze its performance. In Section 4, we show the implementation result of our proposed algorithm. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
Background
It this section, we briefly review the related area. We refer readers to [12, 14] for a more complex account of lattice theory, and [4, 19] for the LLL algorithm.
Lattice Basics
The lattice theory, also known as the geometry of numbers, was introduced by Minkowski in 1896 [15] .
Definition 1 (Lattice). A lattice L is a discrete sub-group of R n , or equivalently the set of all the integral combinations of d ≤ n linearly independent vectors over R.
is called a basis of L and d is the dimension of L, denoted as dim(L). L is a full rank lattice if d equals to n.
Definition 2 (Successive Minima). Let L be an integer lattice of dimension d. Let i be a positive integer. The i-th successive minima with respect to L, denoted by λ i , is the smallest real number, such that there exist i non-zero linearly
The norm of i-th minima of a random lattice is estimated by
(1) 
The loop invariant is defined as the product of all Gram determinants as:
For any basis, D is upper-bounded by 2 βd(d−1) [4] .
The LLL algorithm
The LLL algorithm was proposed by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovasz [11] in 1982.
We briefly sketch the algorithm as in Algorithm 1 and 2. LLL produces a (δ, 0.5)reduced basis for a given basis (see definitions below).
Definition 5 (η-size reduced [18] ).
Definition 6 ((δ, η)-reduced basis [18] ).
if the basis is η-size reduced and it satisfies Lovász condition as follows:
For a lattice L with dimension d, and a basis B, where the Euclidean norm of all spanning vectors in B is ≤ 2 β , the worst-case time complexity is polynomial
This complexity comes from the following. Firstly, there exists O(d 2 β) loop iterations. It has been shown that the loop invariant D is not changed except during the swap procedure, while during the swap, D is decreased by a factor of δ. Hence, the total number of swaps is upper bounded by the absolute value of βd(d−1) log 2 δ . Therefore there are maximum O(d 2 β) loop iterations. As a result, the total number of size reduction is O(d 2 β). Secondly, for each size reduction, there are O(d 2 ) arithmetic operations. Finally, each operation involves integer multiplications with a cost of M(dβ) due to rational arithmetics. 1 Hence, the original LLL algorithm terminates in polynomial time O(d 6 β 3 ).
Algorithm 1 Size Reduction
Input: B = (b1, b2, . . . , b d ), its GSO and an index k. Output: A new basis B, where b k is size reduced, and the updated GSO.
for
Note that for the bases of a random lattices that are using in our analysis and implementation, the number of loop iterations is O(dβ) instead of O(d 2 β) (see Remark 3, [16] ). So the complexity will be reduced by O(d).
Floating point LLL algorithm
The most costly part in an LLL procedure is the size reduction. When one performs a size reduction, the GSO needs to be regularly updated. During the update, the classic LLL needs to operate on integers with length of O(dβ). As a result, the multiplication of those integers incurs a cost of O(M(dβ)).
The first floating point LLL algorithm. In [22] and [23] , Schnorr showed that using floating points instead of integers for LLL can reduce the cost of multiplications from M(dβ) to M(d + β). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time where floating points make a significant difference in the LLL algorithm. However, it is obseved that the hidden constant in the bit complexity remains huge.
Algorithm 2 LLL
Input: B = (b1, b2, . . . , b d ) and a reduction parameter η Output:
The L 2 algorithm. To further improve the efficiency, the L 2 algorithm was proposed by Nguyen and Stehlé [16] in 2005. It is the first variant whose worstcase time complexity is quadratic with respect to β. It uses a worst-case time complexity of O(d 5 β 2 + d 6 β) to produce a (δ, η)-reduced basis for 1 4 < δ ≤ 1 and
The L 2 algorithm incorporates the lazy reduction as follows: firstly, the size reduction consists of many floating point reductions (fp-reduction). Then, within each fp-reduction, one works on floating point whose precision is O(d). The factor within O(·) is influenced by the reduction parameters. A default setting in the fplll is approximately 1.6d. As a consequence, the multiplication cost is reduced to O(M(d)). However, the trade-off is that, each fp-reduction may be incomplete, and one is required to perform O(1 + β d ) fp-reductions to ensure that the vectors is size reduced.
L 2 in practice. In practice, the fplll library [20] and MAGMA [3] are two well known implementations. Within both implementations, there exist two main versions, "L2" and "FP" (it is known as "LM WRAPPER" in the fplll). The L2 is described as above. It is the proved version of L 2 . Meanwhile, in practice, one can further improve the average performance with some heuristics. To the best of our knowledge, the most efficient implementation of L 2 is FP. As far as the floating point is concerned, FP is L2 plus some early reductions.
In FP, the basis is early reduced as follows: the algorithm will choose several fixed precisions subject to the following conditions:
-The arithmetics are fast with those precisions, for instance, 53 for C double precision. -Reductions with those precisions are likely to produce a correct basis, for instance, d rather than 1.6d (see Remark 4, [17] ).
Reductions with above precisions are cheaper, while they produce somewhat reduced bases. So the algorithm will try all early reductions with different fixed precisions, and finally perform an L2 to ensure the quality of reduction. We note that those early reductions do not change the overall complexity, since in theory the last L2 is still the most costly one. Nevertheless, in practice, the early reductions are very effective to accelerate the whole procedure.
3 Our adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm
The algorithm
The LLL algorithm uses a stepping method. For a basis B = (b 1 , . . . , b d ), it starts with the first 2 vectors, and then adds 1 vector into the procedure during each step. We notice that, one does not require a floating point precision of O(d) to reduce in the first d−1 steps. In fact, for any k vectors, one only requires O(k) precisions. Hence, a possible improvement is to adaptively select the precision according to the number of vectors that are involved. This leads to the adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm (ap-fplll) as shown in Algorithm 3. Algorithm 3 describes the L2 version of our ap-fplll algorithm. k indicates the current vector the algorithm is working on, while k max indicates the maximum number of the vectors that are involved. When k max changes, one is required to reset the precision. To obtain the FP version of the algorithm, one conducts early reductions as in fplll when k max increases.
Algorithm 3 Adaptive precision floating point LLL algorithm
We also introduce an index parameter γ due to implementation issue. For some of the library, there exists a minimum precision for floating point. If the required precision is smaller than this bound, the algorithm will automatically use the bound. In this case, the precision is not O(d), rather it is a fixed value subject to the system. Hence, using an adaptive precision will not reduce the cost of multiplication, rather it will repetitively recompute the GSO. We set γ such that when more than γ vectors are involved, the algorithm will need to use a precision subject to the dimension.
Remark 1. In our algorithm, we follow the L2 by setting the precision to be the exact value that is required, i.e., 1.6d, to deliver a fair comparison. Nevertheless, it is worth pointing out that the mpfr library [1] that the fplll depends on operates a floating number as a linked list of blocks of 32 bits (or 64 bits), therefore, it is possible that increasing precisions with respect to the size of the block (the actual size may be smaller than 32 or 64 due to the overhead of storing a floating number) may derive a better performance, since in this case, the GSO will be updated less often.
Worst-case complexity
In this part, we prove that our algorithm uses the same worst-case complexity with L 2 .
The reduction part of L 2 algorithm can be seen as our algorithm with a fixed precision of O(d). Therefore, during the reduction part we can never be more costly than L 2 . However, our algorithm needs to recompute the GSO for each step, where the GSO is updated partially in L 2 . On the worst-case, we can be more costly than L 2 by the cost of computing the GSO.
For each step, the cost of computing GSO is O(d 2 k 2 β). This brings an overall cost of O(d 5 β), hence it will not affect the worst-case complexity of O(d 6 β + d 5 β 2 ). As a result, the ap-fplll uses a same worst-case complexity with L 2 .
Average behaviors
We construct the random lattices as in [9] . There exist bases of those lattices that are of the following form:
where X 1 is a large prime with β bits. X i -s (i = 1) are chosen uniformly between 0 and p.
These bases are somewhat standard to analyze lattice reductions. They are believed to leak the least information for the corresponding lattice, since it can be obtained by any lattice basis within polynomial time. They are adopted in [8, 17] where the LLL behavior is widely analyzed. Further, when setting β ∼ 10d, these bases are also used for the shortest vector problem (SVP) challanges in [2] .
We analyze the average case complexity of our algorithm with the above bases. Since the lattice is a random one, then its minimas λ i follow Equation 1.
For the k-th step (k > 2), the basis is shown as above, where b i 2
Hence, the loop invariant for the current step D k is then bounded by
When the k-th step terminates, b i will be reduced to 2 Let l be the precision to be used in the algorithms. Then for each loop iteration, one needs to perform O(1 + β l ) floating point reductions, each at a cost of O(d 2 M(l)). Since l = O(k), so it will cost O(d 2 β d i=γ (1 + β i )M(i))) that is 1 6 c 1 d 5 β + 1 2 c 2 d 4 β 2 for some constants c 1 and c 2 , if we assume M(d) = O(d 2 ). For comparison, we also show the complexity of L 2 :
It is straightforward to see that our algorithm uses the same bit complexity with L 2 . Further, our algorithm wins on both terms. However, the factor 1 6 on the first term does not make a difference, which is due to the following. Firstly, in this case, β < d which indicates that for each lazy reduction, only requires O(1) fp-reductions, while our advantage is in fact a faster fp-reduction. Hence, our advantage diminishes. Secondly, the cost of recompute the GSO is also O(d 5 β) on worst cases as well.
Nevertheless, when β > d, we anticipate a lot of reductions. In this case, we should be able to accelerate the reduction by a factor between 0 and 50% for L2 (due to the fact that in practice M(d) ≤ O(d 1+ε )).
As for FP, in practice, it is possible that the early reduction already produces a good basis. It happens a lot when the dimension is small and β d is small. In this case, the adaptive precision will not boost the reduction, since our advantage works on the final procedure, while in the final procedure, the basis is already in a good shape. Nevertheless, when one increases the dimension and/or the β d , the adaptive precision will still accelerate the reduction.
Implementation
In this section we show the implementation results of our algorithm. The tests were conducted with fplll library version 4.0 on Xeon E5640 CPUs @ 2.66GHz. The memory was always sufficient since the algorithm only requires a polynomial space. We used the random lattice basis as shown in the last section. We set the dimension to 64 and increase it by 32 each time. For each dimension, we set β = 10d, 20d, · · · , and generated the bases accordingly. For each dimension/determinant, we tested 10 different bases where the random numbers are generated from different seeds 0 ∼ 9 using the pseudo-random generator of the NTL library [24] .
We set the index γ = 40 so that the required precision is strictly greater than 53. In deed, one can change γ to improve ap-fplll. However, to show a more fair comparison, we use a same value for all the tests. The reduction parameter pair is set to (0.99, 0.51) as the default value of fplll. This results in a very strongly reduced basis which is in general most useful for cryptanalysis.
We show the implementation results as follows. As one can see from Table 1 , one can merely observe any difference between two algorithms at the beginning of the tests, although ap-fplll-L2 is slightly faster than fplll-L2. We believe the reason is that the cost of recompute the GSO is more or less the same of the advantage of using smaller precisions. However, when the dimension grows, the reductions influence the total complexity more importantly compared with the GSO computation, and as a result, the ap-fplll starts to be a lot faster. Figure 1 illustrated the winning percentage of ap-fplll-L2 versus fplll-L2. When d = 64, we accelerate the reduction by 10%, since it is closer to the starting index γ = 40. When d ≥ 96, the influence of γ diminishes, and we start to see the phenomenon where the dimension and/or determinant grow, the advantage increases as well. When the dimension and the determinant are sufficiently large, we can expect an advantage up to 40%. Overall, our algorithm is always faster in all cases, and we anticipate a boost of over 20% in general.
The results for the FP version are shown in Table 2 . The results are not as stable as L2 due to the early reductions. As we anticipated, with small determinant/dimension, i.e., β = 10d, our algorithm does not accelerate the reduction. The early reduction technique works extremely efficient in those cases. Nevertheless, the disadvantage is still acceptable considering that even in dimension 448, the disadvantage is less than several of minutes.
Meanwhile, for the other cases, when the dimension grows, we start to observe advantages. Further, the advantage rises with the increase of dimension and determinant, just like L2. However, we notice the advantage is not stable. This is because the early reduction affects differently for different dimensions.
Overall, as shown in Figure 2 , with dimension grows, we accelerate the reduction by approximately 20% for β ≥ 20d. In cryptanalysis, one usually needs to deal with lattice with massive dimension and/or determinants, for instance, the Coppersmith-Shamir's technique [7] against an NTRU cryptosystem [10] , so it is still helpful to use adaptive precisions when d ≥ 128 and β ≥ 20d.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented an adaptive floating point precision LLL algorithm. The cost of reduction relies heavily on the precision of the floating point, and the precision used in L 2 in fact overkills the problem. Therefore, we presented an approach that adaptively handles the precision. In practice, our algorithm is always faster than the proved version of L 2 . It also out-performs the fastest implementation so far in most cases.
